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✔

Call to order
Linda Meisel, TJC President, called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM in the TJC Library
Agenda
1. Opening Remarks and Dvar Torah
2. Team building activity
3. Open Discussion
Meeting Minutes
Opening Remarks and Dvar Torah
Welcome new board to an important process. The year will bring excitement and challenges
including the search and hire for two new essential staff members and several other critical
decisions.
Board has a fiduciary responsibility in serving the congregation. Make sure you read the
by-laws, policies and all the other training material in the Board Training Handbook that was
distributed.
The Dvar Torah, delivered by Rabbi Feldman and based on Moses sending “12 Spies” into
Canaan Numbers 13:1-33, emphasized leadership vision, context and perspective. What we
see as members of the congregation will be different than what we see as members of the
board. Congregational issues and decisions will be viewed differently and we all need to work
together to come to common solutions. Rabbi also emphasized the importance of making
connections and developing creative solutions. When we view the Tzit Tzit we are reminded of
the commandments. Similarly when issues arise the board needs to look beyond the immediate
view and make connections to create solutions.

Team Building Activity
A team building exercise was conducted to help new board members get to know each other
and to help develop some common leadership goals. The exercise was titled “Our Common
Values and Focus”. See attached worksheets. Board members first paired up to interview each
other and fill out the “Interview Questions” worksheet. Then groups of six were formed to collect
and summarize thoughts on the “Summary Sheet”
“Quotable Quotes” Highlights
“Grounded in traditions, living in the present with an eye on the future…”
“People across generations feel comfortable to fulfill their Jewish needs as they define
them”
Themes Highlights
Power of community and espousing Jewish values
Inspiration of jewish rituals
(TJC has a) Culture of Acceptance
Gratitude and appreciation for being a member of TJC
(TJC is a) Vibrant Congregation
(Everyone values) Events that build community

Open Board Discussion
Theme → Communications, Outreach and Technology
● Use technology to broaden input from and communication with the congregation. The
Long Range planning experience can help guide how technology should be used to
grow the congregation.
● Broader engagement will signify that things are changing. Use engagement to spread
the word that the new board is here to make changes.
● TJC reputation in the community needs to be improved and this starts with strong
communications and outreach.
● Board members need prep and talking points to be able to answer questions and have a
unified positive message...to the congregation and larger community.
● Channel community dissent and unhappiness in to action..Get Involved if you want to
make a change
Theme → Board responsibility and behavior
● Need to find a balance between transparency and confidentiality in board work. We
need to work to find some optimized balance.
● General board meetings are open to the community. We need to make sure this is
communicated by using different types of media: Lobby TV, Services Pamphlets and just
make sure people know it is open.
● Anything other than respectful professional behavior will not be tolerated. The
congregation needs to know that Leaders are Leading!
● Respectful and appropriate behavior and interactions are expected at board meetings
and this needs to be encourage and enforced by leadership. It is important to manage
speech.
Board Meeting Closure
Next General Board Meeting 6/25 at 7:30
Motion to close meeting: Moshe Margolin
Meeting closed at 9:30

TJC Board: Our common values and focus
Interview Questions
1. Tell me about your initial attraction to The Jewish Center. What inspired you to join?

2. Describe a high point experience – a time when you felt most engaged and excited by TJC.
−
−
−

What made it exciting/engaging?
Who was involved?
What were the conditions that allowed it to happen?

3. When you think about your hopes for the future of TJC there are things you would want to see
our congregation keep and strengthen. What, in your view, are the 3 most important qualities
or special strengths of TJC that you want us to keep and preserve, even as we move into a new
and changing future?

4. b. If you went away for three years, came back and TJC was functioning at its best, what would
that look like?

TJC Board: Our common values and focus
Summary Sheet
1. Quotable quote

2. Most compelling story

3. 3 themes

